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NO. I1

AN ELECTRICAL STORM ON HALF DOME

By Charles Vollmer, Ranger-Naturalist

Ever been hit by lightning? The started up the 800 foot long double
account I am putting down here was cable, by means of which it is pos-
experienced by twenty-three per- sible to make the final steep ascent
sons, all of whom walked away with of Half Dome ' s east side. All had
only fatigued muscles, probably due reached the top by 11 :50 . We ate our
to over-stimulation of the nervous lunches in bright sunlight There
system. The psychological effect was were clouds to the north, and fewer
most likely the greatest factor in pro- to the south, but none to our west.
ducing our exhaustion. After the After eating there were the usual
danger was over, I experienced a pictures . Storm clouds gathered rap-
physical let down, which gradually idly above us . We summoned every-
was overcome by a return of one to descend . The time was close
strength .

	

to one o ' clock . Seven persons were
t On Friday, August 9, 1958, the missing. Vick Williams was dis-

Half Dome all-day hike started at patched to find them. We waited . He
6:15 a .m . There were twenty-one hik- returned without them, and someone
ers; Ted McVey, a ranger-naturalist remembered seeing some heads
who had never been on top; Vick passing out of view over the rock.
Williams, a museum aide, and my- We started down . The next thing
self . At the second rest stop our I remember was a strong shocking
hikers diminished by one . All twenty sensation in my hands and arms.
of these park visitors were good hik- At first I couldn't let go of the cable.
ers, and should be commended for When I finally untangled my hands
their coolness in the face of danger . from the cable, I fell over on my

There was nothing unusual about back . I lay there several minutes.
our trip up. We made fairly good Gradually the fog in my brain
time. It was 11 :23 a .m. when we cleared. But I still couldn ' t move my
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Nevada Fall

	

on the trail to Half Dome
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fingers . During this time our muscles
were in shock, or "" tetanus" as the
physiologist calls it . I wondered if
my fingers and arms would ever
straighten again.

It affected all of us on the cable in
this way. Some had their arms bent;
in others the legs seem to be affected
also. After two or three minutes, I
believe, I turned to shout to the others
to move away from the cable . The
boys close to me gradually moved,
and soon all within my vision were
all right . Ted McVey appeared at
the top of the rock to say that the
people near him were not injured
but shaken up a bit . Later, I learned
that the bolt of lightning had struck
near Ted McVey. He described the
strike as a blue flash, followed by a
deafening crack. He found it hard
to believe that I had not heard so
loud a noise. The only explanation
I have for my deafness is that I must
have been unconscious in the frac-
tion of a second that followed the
bolt.

My first impulse was to get off of
the lofty rock before we got wet and
before another strike could put us
in greater danger. Descent by the
seat of the pants was the only way.
Only during the steepest part was it
necessary to use the cable . This was
preferrable to complete loss of con-
trol.

The seven that had gone ahead
soon came into view. Then I knew
that all were accounted for . These
seven had received the only injuries.
The others had managed to fall back-
ward.

Down progress was slow. We cov-
ered the eight-hundred feet in about
forty minutes . At one-fifty we were
off the cable, but not yet out of dan-
ger. The wind was south-west . We

—NPS

Build-up of thunderhead over Half Dome.

could see a heavy rain storm in prog-
ress in Little Yosemite Valley. It
seemed that we might escape a wet-
ting, and thereby be poorer conduc-
tors of electricity. We did remain
dry. Our hike back to Nevada Fall
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was uneventful . As our anxiety sub-
sided, our energy gradually re-
turned. We reached thankful parents
and friends at Happy Isles at 5 p .m.

It would seem worthwhile to bring
out some precautions that are the
concensus of those who have expe-
rienced electrical storms while on
mountains. When there are cumulo-
nimbus clouds anywhere near or on
the horizons, do not climb to a sum-
mit. These large billowing clouds
predict a frontal activity that usually
involve a wide area . Since storm
clouds can travel at the rate of one

hundred miles per hour, even the
most prudent mountain climber may
find himself in the clutches of an elec-
trical storm. There is danger both
from a direct strike and from ground
currents . There is much less chancy
of being the victim of a direct strike
and thus immediate death, at any
where but on the summit or ridges .'
If circumstances prevent your gel
ting off the summit, then a squattinc
position with head lowered is best.
Since the discharge from the clouc
will seek the shortest route, a pin
nacle or rock in the vicinity, or a rise
of as little as 15 feet will give light
ning rod protection . In our case th
cables on Half Dome acted as th,
lightning rod, I believe the cablE
grounded, and thus dispersed th
charge to a large extent. We wer,
fortunate that we were not wet, b
cause then we would have been bet
ter conductors.

As for the ground currents, the ;
can be dangerous, and have cause
deaths. Since these ground current'
seek out the shortest routes dowi
slopes, the precaution in this cas
is to get on a rock with the lea:
amount of slope) Caves are not a
safe as one would expect, as the ex
perience on Bugaboo mountai:
proved . 4 Especially when one is we
touching the roof of the cave make
for easy conductivity of the groun
currents.

Since Half Dome is a popular hike-
it would be advisable to take pre
cautions in the event of a wettin
during an electrical storm. Go to th
lowest spot on the rock, and crouc
with head low . If you are not we
and have gloves, descend by th
cable . Better yet, descend by the sec
of the pants.

Although there is some danger i
the mountains, acts of nature seldoi
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kill . Acts of men are the greatest kill-
ers . Look to the mountains for your

	

The question of responsibility of the

summer recreation, and the source

	

federal government in situations such

of your inspiration .

		

as this climb, ,there hazardous activi-
ties are undertaken under the gnu!-

1. "Lightning and the Mountain,"

	

ante of government employees, has
James R. Wilson, Robin Hansen .

	

long been a cause of concern to park.
Sierra Club Bulletin, June 1949, Vol.
34, pages 27-30 .

	

administrators . Pending further stud'

2. Ibid .

	

the more hazardous guided trips, in-

3. Ibid .

	

eluding Half Dome and the 3-day Ml.
4. . " Still a Bugaboo, " Robin Hansen .

	

Lyell climbs, have been suspended.
Sierra Club Bullelin, June 1949, Vol .

	

—The Editor
34, pages 68-73 .
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FERN H YOSEMITE MUSEUM WILDFLOWER GARDEN

By Robert J. Rodin

—Rodin

Five-Finger Fern (Adlantum pedatnm) recently transplanted into fern section of the

Wildflower Garden at the museum in Yosemite Valley.

In the original plan of the Wild- recent years since Mrs . Benson lef
flower Garden behind the Museum Yosemite some ferns have died out,
in Yosemite Valley, one area was and others have not always been
set apart for ferns . One of the orig- labeled.
final planners of the garden was Mrs.
Enid Michael Benson . She for years This summer an effort was made

supervised the work and brought in by the writer to bring in more specie;

the trees, shrubs, flowers and ferns of ferns and their allies in one sec
that we see in the garden today. In tion designated for ferns .
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A newly made path winds through hours of direct sunlight, and some-
this area, a waterfall and rerouted times none . They must be in cool,
stream flow through to provide na- damp localities, often on rocky

M
ural habitats for some of the water- cliffs, facing north . In Yosemite one

loving ferns. Since ferns are found would find them in stream beds or
In a number of habitats (some re- rocky streams along the Four Mile
quire dry, rocky places, others prefer Trail to Glacier Point, where they

1 Constant moisture), an attempt has often are partly hidden under large
been made in the garden to dupli- granite rocks . They may be found
rate natural environments . For the in the spray at the base of some of
rock ferns a mound of sand and our waterfalls.
rocks has been built up .

	

New labels have been completed
On this mound one genus with its for the entire Wildflower Garden.

various species are grouped to show These are easy-to-read and are
visitors the variations in closely re- made of laminated plastic with
lated ferns. The genus selected in common and scientific names routed
this case is Pellaea, a genus of rock into the surface . Ferns and flowers
ferns living in dry areas at various will thus be more easily identified
elevations in the park . From the by visitors.
Arch Rock and lower elevations The present revival of the fern sec-
have been brought the Coffee Fern tion has been correlated with a fern
(Pellaea andromedaefolia) and the Bird study and the preparation by this
Foot Fern (Pellaea mucronata), and writer of a special issue of Yosemite
Pellaea brachyptera . From rocky area Nature Notes on Ferns of the Sierra.
equivalent in elevation to the top of Much of the field work was done in
Navada Fall or Sentinel Dome, have Yosemite National Park. Approxi-
been brought Bridge 's Cliff Brake mately 35 species of ferns and their
(Pellaea bridbesii), and from higher close relatives occur in Yosemite
elevations on Mono Pass and Mt . region and will be fully illustrated in
Dana, Brewer 's Cliff Brake (Pellaea the forthcoming publication.
brewerii) .

	

On your next visit to the Wild-
One of the newly re-introduced flower Garden behind the Yosemite

ferns is the Five-Finger Fern (Adian- Museum, stroll out into the far corner
turn pedatum) (see illustration.) These and observe and learn some of the
delicate ferns are found always in names of common terns you will see
protected places that have very few beside Yosemite 's trails .
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FOSSIL-LANDSCAPE IN THE MAKING

By Mary V. Hood, NPS Collaborator

—A. W. Hood

Last August as we drove down the Wherever the ground showed, wil-
Lee Vining grade, we found Lake El- lows were sprouting, but what in-
lery had been partially drained, so trigued us most was the pattern of
that the dam could be repaired . An the old stream bed as it had once
old causeway across the meadow wound its way across this miniature
attracted our attention . Leaving the peneplane. We have driven across
car we hiked to a rocky point that the Tioga many times, during the
aforded a better view . A party of past thirty years, little suspectingfour caught up with us and, as the

	

his "fossil " landscape lay, safe frompicture shows, took immediate ad- t
vantage of the old road in their quest erosion under the blue waters of
for the elusive trout .

	

Lake Ellery .
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WHAT IS NATURAL? COMPETITION, COOPERATION, OR BOTH?

By Marvin R. Roller, Ranger-Naturalist

In the month of July in the year ial library in Yosemite Valley. Here
1958 I find myself in Yosemite Val- are housed the personal books of
ley, far from my familiar Ohio Galen Clark . Prominent in the collec-
haunts . It is a strange yet fascinat- tion were the works of Darwin.
ing experience to mingle with my The expressions of Darwin have
colleagues, the ranger-naturalists, entered into common usage through
who are well trained in the natural such terms " struggle for survival, "
sciences . I am a sociologist and my "natural selection" and "survival of
background is in the social sciences . the fittest ." Translated into modern
How can such a person fit in? Will I language, we often hear about "the
render the service to the visitors that law of the jungle " or "the weak fall
they should have? These matters by the wayside ."
troubled me in my first few weeks of The philosophy of Darwin has
duty. Now that time has elapsed, the been applied even to human rela-
work of the ranger-naturalist seems tionships. It is at this point where a
like work I have been doing all my sociologist can, perhaps, help you
life.

	

understand. As long as the thinking
This month, one hundred years of Darwin stayed in the realm of the

ago, a great naturalist named Char- natural sciences, I could not presume
les Darwin offered his theory of eve- to comment . However, the ideas of
lution to the world . His work, Origin Darwin have been taken up by our
of Species, remains a classic piece of society quite strongly by our em-
literature and a high-water mark in phasis upon the process of compe-
the natural sciences. The key exper- tition . Competitive sports, for ex-,
ience of Darwin was his service as a ample, have wide acceptance in our
,naturalist aboard H .M.S . BEAGLE school systems . The business world
, which circumnavigated the globe on highly favors competition as long as
an historic cruise. The world became it is "fair . " Individualism and the
Darwin ' s laboratory and he pain- right to express one ' s self is held in
stakingly observed natural phen- high esteem.
omena from coral reefs in the South
Seas to modern man. Intricate details Let me make it quite clear that I

did not escape his searching mind. am not seeking to quarrel with Dar-
His notebooks were crowded with winian ideas of competition, struggle
data about the movement of leaves for survival, or natural selection,

Pr facts pertaining to the domestica- What I am trying to say is that too
Lion of plants and animals .

	

many persons have concluded that
the only natural process is competition.

The smallest details were finally They regard competition as a basic
summarized by Darwin into his procedure in nature. They conse-
theory of evolution . I paid a special quently regard any notion of coop-
visit recently to the LeConte Memor .

	

oration as foreign to nature or to life .
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Seedlings and Parents.

Many biologists have pointed out
that Darwin did not pay as close at-
tention to cooperation as he did to
competition . Starting with the lower
forms of life such as the staghorn
lichen and working up to mankind,
there is a story to be traced in the
art of living together.

The staghorn lichen is not a case
of parasitism but is an example of
mutual living called commensalism.
The fungii provide the structure or
housing and the algae provide the
living cells converting light and
water to food .

How many of you have observed
the younger seedlings standing near
their gigantic parents, the older trees
in the forest? Surely, here in the
plant kingdom is an example of pro
tection from too strong light, too much
heat, or too strong winds.

I am not deriding or minimizinc;
the work of competition in nature,
but I do want to point out that the
law of nature is not necessarily don)
inated by a struggle for survival . It
was quite interesting to me to locale
in the wonderful research library we
have in the Yosemite Museum e
work entitled Plant Sociology, in whici
the community life of plants was
highlighted.

Within the animal kingdom, too.
we find countless examples of

mother-child or family care . Many
animals have to secure their own
food and forage for themselves, bul
not immediately . Visitors to Yosem
ite this year were quite excited tc
witness the case of a mother Stellar
jay who fed her offspring in the
nest atop the fire hose outside the
door of the Old Village store
Throughout the day, she tirelessly
tried to feed her wide-mouthed
youngsters in full view of the curious
public . Without such help or coopera-
tion the youngsters would have per-
ished.

Now let us carry this discussion to
our final step, mankind 's behavior.
In this instance I feel on more fa-
miliar ground.

This summer I ' have concentrated
upon the Yosemite Indians as my
particular specialty . Like many pre-
literate societies, the Awaneechees
were more cooperative than they
were competitive. They worked with
each other and not against each
other. The women attended to the
digging of bulbs and gathering of
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the Awaneechee and the eastern
Mono and Paiutes in which they ex-
changed acorns for obsidian, for ar-
row points and tools.

The pioneer spirit which built our
society was not always competitive
as much as it was cooperative . By
banding together in great overland
caravans they traversed rugged
ground and met all hazards . Through
the cooperative spirit of devoted and
far-seeing men, the Yosemite Grant,
the first of its kind in the world, oc-
curred in 1864. It could never have
happened if men did not know how
to work together in common endea-
vor.

When I return to Ohio, I shall hear
some of my students say, "Why
should I work with the class? I ' m
here for myself. It is natural to com-
pete. It is unnatural to cooperate. "

I shall think back on my days in
Yosemite National Park when I par-
ticipated first hand in the efforts of
the rangers, the ranger-naturalists,
and a host of other persons who
formed a cooperative team sincerely

acorns while the men built the working to preserve and protect this
umachas and hunted the deer .

	

invaluable heritage of the American
A good hunter never ate his own people -- Yosemite National Park.

`kill alone but shared it with others . What is natural? Of what does life
Strangers were fed upon arrival des- consist? Life is competitive and co-
pite the irregular eating habits of the operative . On this hundredth anni-
Yosemite people. A cooperative versary of Darwin ' s great work, these
trading relationship existed between are my thoughts.

—NPS (f rum. a hainliug

Indians spearing fish below Vernal Fall .
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REMEMBER WHEN?

1903

You could walk across Hetch Hetchy Valley.

1924 __
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE AT THE YOSEMITE MUSEUM
All m,i,l orders should be addressed to, onct remittances made payable to, YOSEMITE NATURAL

HISTORY ASSOCIATION, YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, CALIFORNIA . Prices include postage, insurance,

and on proper items, California State Sales Tax 3 1;4, plus 1% County Tax.

GENERAL

Adams ' Guide to Yosemite Valley, Illustrated	 $1 .65
Auto Tour of Yosemite Valley, Self-Guiding - Beatty and Harwell 	 30

Auto Tour of Yosemite National Park - Ditton and McHenry	 60

Campsite Finder (Western) - Hartesvelc!t 	 - 1 .65

Climber~ Guide to High Sierra - Sierra Club 	 3 .25

Devils Postpile National Monument - Hartesveldt

	

-	 30

Exploring Our National Parks and Monuments - Butcher (paper) 	 3 .75
Exploring Our National Parks and Monuments - Butcher (cloth) 	 5	 40
Going Light - With Backpack or Burro - Sierra Club - 	 2	 25

Happy Isles Nature Center, Your Guide to - Hubbard	 20

Notional Park Story in Pictures - Story 	 --

	

-80

National Parks, The - What They Moon to You and Me - Tilden (cloth) 	 6	 20

National Parks, The - What They Mean to You and Me - Tilden (paper) 	 1	 15
Nature Trail - Inspiration Point Self-Guiding - Carpenter 	 20
Nature Trail - Mariposa Grcve Self Guiding - Wason 	 4 .20

Outdoor Hazards - Real and Fancied - Hood	 -
Place Names of Yosemite Valley - Hartesveldt 	 30

Rocks & Minerals, How to Know Them - Pearl 	 65

Storr 's Guide to John Muir Trod and High Sierra Region ___	 2	 25

This is California - Obert

	

-- .-- . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .-_

	

8	 00
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Waterfalls, Famous, of the World - Brockman	 60
Yosemite and the Sierra Nevada - Ansel Adams & John Muir

	

. .- .-

	

- .	 .

	

. . . . . . . .12	 70

Yosemite Story, The - Scott 	 ----- 1 .20

Yosemite Trails & Tales - Taylor	 90

ANIMAL LIFE

Animal Tracks, Field Guide to - Murie -

	

_	 - 4 .30

Birds of Pacific States - Hoffman

	

. . . . 6	 20

Birds, Western , Field Guide to - Peterson

	

--	 4	 30

Birds of Yosemite - Stebbins - 	 85

Fishes of Yosemite National Park - Evans-Wallis . .

	

_-_	 50

Mammals, Field Guide to - Burt and Grossenheider _ . .

	

. .	 . .

	

_	 4 - 30

Mammals of Yosemite National Pork - Parker	 60

Reptiles and Amphibians of Yosemite National Park - Walker 	 45

Survey of Sierra Nevada Bighorn - Jones	 _	 60

TREES AND FLOWERS

Broadleaved Trees of Yosemite Notional Park - Brockman 	 _

	

. ._ . .__ .__- .60
Cone-bearing Trees of Yosemite National Pork - Cole 	 _ .

	

.50

Ferns, Field Guide to - Cobb _- . . -

	

.	 _

	

_	 4	 30

Sequoias, Yosemite, Guide to the - McFarland

	

. . . ._ _

	

__ -	 50

Wildflowers, Common, of Yosemite - Beatty, Harwell and Cole - 	 25

Wildflowers of the Sierra (80 color photos) - Hubbard 	 55
Wildflowers, Western, Field Book of - Armstrong	 -- . . .--

	

5	 40

HISTORY AND INDIANS

Ghost Mines of Yosemite - Hubbard (paper) .__-- . _

	

_

	

-_	 --- .

	

1 .20

Ghost Mines of Yosemite - Hubbard (cloth) 	 _

	

_ - ___ 3 .00

Gold, Guns and Ghost Towns - Chalfant ._	 - - - --- -- ---------

	

- . . . 3 .80

Indians, Yosemite, Yesterday and Today - Godfrey . .	 .- .-

	

.35
2 00John Muir, Protector of the Wilds - Haines-Morrill 	

	

_-

	

-- - . . . -~
Miwok Material Culture - Barrett and Gifford (paper) 	 _	 --

	

2 .20
Mimok Material Culture - Barrett and Gifford (cloth) .___ .	 . . . . . . . . . . . .	 . .

	

.	 3 .25
Mother Lode Country, G_+ide to the - Brockman - . . ._--- .-	 _- ____-- -

	

.60

100 Years in Yosemite - Russell (paper) 	 2 .20

100 Years in Yosemite _ Russell (cloth) .- . .

	

__ . .

	

.	 -

	

. . .. .

	

__	 3 .25

One Thousand California Place Names - Gudde . . . .

	

_ ---

	

-_	 --- I .15

Steve Mather of the National Parks - Shankland 	 6 .20

Wilderness World of John Muir, The - Teale	 4 .85

Yosemite : The Story of An Idea - Huth	 __ --- --

	

.	 _

	

.35

EOLOGY AND MAPS

Geologic History of Yosemite Valley (Prof . Paner 160) - Matthes

	

_ . . . .

	

-- . - 5	 75

Geoloov of Yosemite Valley, Brief Story of - Beatty	 25

High Sierra Camp Areas, Pocket Guide to - Clark

	

_-	 - ---	 60

High Sierra Camp Areas . Trail Guide to - Clark	 1	 15
Incomparable Valley The - Motthes (paper) . ._ .

	

2	 15
Mop of Sequoia-Kings Canyon NP . Topographic - U S GS	 _ 1	 15
Map of Yosemite Notional Park, Topographic - USGS	 60

Map of Yosemite Volley . Topographic, shaded teleology story printed on back) 	 60

North Country of Yosemite, Pocket Guide to - Clark 	 60

North Country of Yosemite, Trail Guide to - Clark 	 __ . . . .__

	

__	 1 .15

South Boundary Country, Pocket Guide to - Clark _ .

	

.____ .__ ._ . . . . -

	

.60
South Boundary Country, Trail Guide to - Clark 	 1 .15

TOR CHILDREN

A Day with Tupi, An Indian Boy of the Sierra - Hubbard (paper) .

	

. .

	

.	 1 .20

A Doy with Tupi . An Indian Bov of the Sierra - Hubbard (cloth) _ -- 	 3 .00
Animal Friends of the Sierra - Hubbard (paper)	 . . . . . . . . . . 120
Animal Friends of the Sierra _ Hubbard (cloth)

	

.- .

	

-	 3 .00




